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NO:AP1101-2 V.1 

Release Note for Vigor2760 Series 
 

Firmware Version: 1.2.1.2 
Release Date: November 6, 2014 

Applied Models:  
Vigor2760, Vigor2760n, Vigor2760Vn 

 

DrayTek launches Vigor2760 series – high speed router, perfectly complied with 

VDSL2/ADSL2/ADSL2+ environment for speed-wanted customers. For more details of the product 

information, please visit our website on http://www.draytek.com. The major feature of such version 

is that it supports related functions for IPv6. 

New Features  

 None 

Improvement 
 Improved: SSL3 now disabled in favour of TLS by default for SSL tunnels and web 

management. 

 Improved: Change the name of Memory Usage into Memory Utilization. 

Known Issue 

 Neither "IPsec" nor "GRE over IPsec" supports "More Subnet". 

 TACACS+ for Remote Dial-in User can only support PAP authentication (not for CHAP, 

MS-CHAP, MS-CHAP v2) 

 VPN packet triggering can only work for PPTP.  

Notes 

File and Modem Code 

Please open Network>>WAN>>DSL Mode. Check the box of Using custom modem code to 

display DSL firmware for upload. Click the browse button to choose the suitable modem 

code and then click Apply to use the modem code. Available modem codes for Annex 
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A/Annex B are displayed as follows: 

(1)For Annex A Model, 

 "Vigor2760_AnnexA_STD.zip" is used for modem code 548006_544401 (Standard). 

 "Vigor2760_AnnexA_532816_533B11.zip" is used for modem code 532816_533B11. 

 "Vigor2760_AnnexA_531A16_533011.zip" is used for modem code 531A16_533011. 

 "Vigor2760_AnnexA_532816_533B11_tr114.zip" is used for modem code 
532816_533B11-tr114 (suitable for VDSL2 TR-114 environment). 

 "Vigor2760_AnnexA_541316_540411.zip" is used for modem code 541316_540411. 

 "Vigor2760_AnnexA_542016_533B11.zip" is used for modem code 542016_533B11. 

 "Vigor2760_AnnexA_547916_544411.zip" is used for modem code 547916_544411. 

 "Vigor2760_AnnexA_567517_562301.zip" is used for modem code 567517_562301 
(support VDSL2 G.vector for v1.2.1 only) 

(2)For Annex B Model, 

 "Vigor2760_AnnexB_STD.zip" is used for modem code 548006_544512 (Standard). 

 "Vigor2760_AnnexB_533d06_535902.zip" is used for modem code 533d06_535902. 

 "Vigor2760_AnnexB_542016_535112.zip" is used for modem code 542016_535112.  
 

 

 


